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ABSTRACT
This report describes the results obtained from two Nike-Apache and
twe Javelin (Argo D-4) rockets launched in mixed pairs at Fart
Church:11, Canada in November 1904. These rockets were instrumented
with two-frequency propagation beacons, Langmuir probes and proton
precession magnetometers. The project objectives, vehicle and payload
configurations, and field operations schedule are given. Electron
density and electron temperature profiles, earth magneLic fiel-' measure--
,	 ments and propagat.-in beacon frequency stability values are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an effort to gather information related to the composition of
the ionosphere, the Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) have sponsored
and conducted basic and applied research in ionospheric physics for many
years, utilizing experimental techniques such as the monitoring of
satellite radio transmissions and the launching and tracking of ins..ru-
mented rockers.
Recently, BRL participated jointly with NASA and the University of
Michigan in an experiffentai rocket program conducted at Fort Churchill,
Canada. The objectives of this program were to measure electron density,
electron temperature and the earth's magnetic field to an altitude of
approximatel y
 800 km. The project culminated in November 1964 with the
launching of two Nike-Apache and two Javelin (Argo D-4) rockets instru-
mented with dual-frequency propagation beacons to measure electron density
and temperature, and proton precession magnetometers to measure the
earth's magnetic field. For tracking and data transmission purposes, the
payloads carried DOVAP transponders ;
 S-band radar beacons and VHF tele-
metry units. Miscellaneous instrumentation consisted of aspect magne-
tometers and longitudinal accelerometers.
This project marked the first launc:iing of a Javelin rocket at the
Fort Churchill range. Range safety personnel were understandably con-
cerned about these flights because of the higher altitude and greater
horizontal range normally attained by the Javelin vehicle. Fortunately,
both these Javel ns impacted well within the designated area. Hence,
it should be much easier to obtain permission to launch Javelin rockets
at Fort Churchill in the future.
for this program, NASA provided the rocket vehicles as well as
partial funding, and was responsible for dynamically balancing and shock
testing the completed payloads. The University of Michigan, under con-
tract to NASA, was responsible for the design and fabrication of the
Langmuir probes, and for post-flight reduction and aralysis of probe data.
BRL was responsible for payload structure design, fabrication of the
9
fremaining payload instrume:u at-i.or., payload integration and the reduction
and analysis of election density and magneti c; field data.
This report outlines the project objec':ives and theory, describes
the vehicles and instrumenta:icn, discuaset, the field operations and
launch schedule, assesses rocket and payload performance, and presents
electron density, electron temperature, magnetic field and propagation
beacon stability data.
U. "ROJECT OBJE rTI'!ES AND THEORY
A. Primary Oh'jectives
To measure day-nifhc electron density values at Fort Churchill using
a phase-coherent, tiarv,)nically related, two-frequency propagation beacon
transmitting at 36.44 and 145.76 MHz and carried aloft in Javelin (Argo
D-4) rocket payloads
To measure day-night electron 'temperature and electron density
values at Fort Churchill using a Lringmui-_ probe in the Javelin payloads.
To mear;ure day-night earth magnetic field values at Fort Churchill
using a proton Precession magnetometer mo mted on the forward end of an
expandable boo,.r in the Javelin. payloads and in Nike-Apache payloads
launched 90 ,econds before the javelins.
B. c:econ.Aary Obiectives
T, , compare the duppler frequencies received frota the two-frequency
pro?a,gation beacon and the DOVAP transponder in an e::fort to determine
the frequency stability of the tkc—frequency propagation beacon. Though
we have been using s multi-frequency propagation beacon for many years,
this program marked the first tirie that the beacon and a DOVAP transponder
we-:e flown on the same rocket, taus providing us with an ideal opportunity
tc experimentally determine bea ,_on frequency stability,
C. Theory
The theory underlying the magnetic field measurement program deserves
comment. As noted, the Javel'Ln and Nike-Apache payloads each carried a
10
proton precession magnetometer. We selected the trajectories and launch
times of the vehicles such that the Javelin payload would be moving past
the Nike-Apache payload when the Apache was at or near apogee. The
reason for this unique spatial placement of the payloads was an attempt
to differentiate between temporal and spatial changes in the ionospheric
geomagnetic field. Since there is little correlation of the high altitude
field with the field as measured at ground level, the tempora l charac-
teristics of high altitude perturbations cannot be determined from ground- 	 A
based measurements. Furthermore, it Is not possible to separate spatial
and temporal variations in magnetometer data obtained frcm only a single
rocket payload. By gathering data from two payloads simultaneously, how-
ever, spatial and temporal values may be identifies!.
Appropriate trajectories were chosen and each Nike-Apache rocket was
launched 90 seconds prior to each Javelin. With this arrangement, the
Nike-Apache payload was essentially stationary at apogee in she E-region
of the ionosphere (measuring only temporal magnetic 'ield variations) as
the Javelin payload passed nearby traversing a path from the E-regic;n to
above the F-region (measuring both temporal and spatial field changes).
We believed this launch timing and payload placement would make it
possible to (1) differentiate between temporal and spatial chances in the
ionospheric magnetic field, (2) investigate the flow of curren^ systems
in the ionosphere, and (3) correlate magnetic field variations with
ionospheric electron densities.
III. VEHICLE AND PAYLOAD STRUCTURE
A. Nike-Apache
The Nike-Apache rocket anJ payload, shown in Figure 1, is a two-
state, solid-propellant rocket combi,iation consisting of (1) a Nike
booster and (2) an Apache. Both stages are fin-stabilized and nominal
spjn rates for the first and second stages are 2 and 5 rps, respectively.
Typically, the first stage motor burns for 3.5 seconds and drag--separates
at hurnout. The second stage coasts for 16.5 seconds, ignities at T+20
seconds and burns for 6.4 seconds. At burnout, the second stage reaches
a velocity of 5500 feet per second. At T+60 seconds, the expandable
11
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boom is released, thrusting the payload ogive (and the proton precession
magnetometer sensing heads) forward approximately three feet. Maximum
payload altitude achieved is approximately 150 km. Nominal length of the
two stages and payload is 47 feet, and total weight is approximately 1500
pounds. The payloads described in this report were 64.5 inches in length,
7 inches in diameter and weighed 80 pounds. They were designated Nike-
Apache NASA 14.104 and 14.105.
B. Javelin (Argo D-4)
The Javelin (Argo D-4) rocket and payload, shown in Figure 2, is a
four-stage, solid-propellant rocket combination consisting of (1) an
Honest John, (2) a Nike, (3) a Nice ar3 (4) an X-248. The first three
stages arc fin-stabilized; the fourth stage his no fins and is spin-
stabili.:_ed. Typically, the Honest John burns until T+5 seconds and then
drag-separates. The remaining stages coast until T+9.7 seconds when the
secor_d stage ignites. This stage bums until T+13 seconds and then drag-
separates. The third and fourth stages coast until T+25 seconds when
third stage ignition occurs. The third stage burns until T+26.3 Feccrds,
and then coasts with the fourth stage until fourth stage igairion at T+58
seconds, at which time the third stage is blast-separated by a blowout
diaphragm. The fourth stage burns until T+100 seconds, attaining a burn-
out velocity of 12,000 feet per second. The payload ogive is eje-ced and
the expandable boom is extended at T+120 seconds. The burned out fourth
stage and the payload, now spinning at a
 r_ominal rate of 8 rps, coast on
a ballistic trajectory to a peak altitude of approximately 900 km. For
this project, the fourth stage including the payload was not despun after
burnout. Nominal length of the four stages and payload is 48 feet, and
total weight is approximately 7300 pounds. The payloads described in
this report were 51.3 inches in length, i9 inches in diameter and weighed
;40 pounds. They were designated Javelin (Argo G-4) NASA 8.19 and 8.20.
C. Pavload Structure
1. General. The Nike-Apache payload skins were constructed of 3%8-
inch wall thickness fiberglass tubing. The payload supporting structures
13
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were also fabricated entirely of fiberglass. The ogives were filament-
wound fiberglass, built-up to a wall thickness of 1/4 inch. The Javelin
payload internal structures were made entirely of fiberglass plate, held
together with non-magnetic epoxy and a few metal screws. The Javelin
ogives were constructed of two layers of molded fiberglass with a foam
resin core. Finished cgive s 1 :n thickness was approximately 1/2 inch.
To minimize payload residual magnetise and eddy currents, all metal
structures inside the payloads were made of thin, aluminum sheeting.
Fasteners were nylon, teflon or stainless steel and were as short as
possible. Wherever possible, we removed the metal fasteners in the
various instrument housings and replaced tnem with non-magnetic fasteners.
All power leads were routed in twisted pairs and all radiu frequency
cabling was copper conductor. Payluad batteries we-e non-magnetic and
were located at the rear of the instrumentation sec,-ion.
Each payload incorporated an expandable boon with two magnetometer
sensing heads mounted in the forward end of the boom. Following boom
extension, the heads were thus isolated from the residual magnetism and
magnetic influence of the payload. The Nike-Apacne boom was released at
T+60 seconds when a parachute reefing-line cutter, known as a "guillotine"
severed a nylon restraining rope. This allowed the entire payload and
ogive to move forward approximately three feet along the rocke t_ longi-
tudinal axis. In the Javelin payload, a "0" actuated timer released the
ogive at T+120 seconds, and a BRL-designed fiberglass spring assembly
ejected the ogivc and permitrcd the magnetometer uoom to extend.
2. Eypandable i t -)om. Each of the four payloads was fitted with an
expandab?e boom mechanism, designed and built at BRL, to minimize the
possibility of ccntaa_netion of the magnetometer data as a result of pay-
load-ineuced magnetise or magnetic fields. The boom, shown expanded in
Figure 3, consisted of four telescopic fiberglass cyclinders, each closed
at one ena. It was nocdnally 6 inches in diameter at the base and 4 inches
in diameter at the tip. When compressed, the boom was approximately 13
inches long; when fully extended it was approximately 45 inches long.
15
Figure 3. Expandable Boom Assembly
16
We mounted the magnetometer sensing heads per pendicular to each
other at the forward end of the boom, one in the open cylinder at the tip
of the boom and thr• other adjacent to the tip in the cylindrical section
of the boom. In u3e, the boom assembly was compressed insid^ the payload
ogre at atmospheric pressure and restrained during the early portion of
the fl'_ght with a nylon rope (Nike-Apache) or by the ogive itself (Javelin).
Following ogive release or ejectica, the boom automatically extended as a
result cf the pressure d{.fferential and locked in the extended oositi,,n.
Extens-on time was adjustable and for These payloads was set for 0.3
second.
Figure 4 shows the payload for Nike-Apache 14.104 with the boom
extended, while Figure 5 is the same payload with the boom compressed.
Figures 6 and 7 show two views of the payload for Javelin 8.20 with the
boom compressed.
IV. PAYLOAD INSTRUMENTATION
Payload instrumentation is listed in Table I and described in the
succeeding paragraphs. The antenna system for the Javelin payloads is
also explained in this section.
Table I. Payload Instrumentation
Nike-Apache	 Javelin (Argo D-4)
41
Two-frequency beacon
Langmuir probe (2 per payload)
Proton precession magnetometer
DOVAP transponder
S-band radar beacon
VHF telemetry system
Aspect magnetometer (2 per
payload)
Accelerometer
Proton Drecession magnetometer
DOVAP transponder
VHF telemetry system
Aspect_ magnetometer (2 per payload)
A. Two-Frequency Beacon
The BRL propagation experiment is based on a modification of Seddon's
17
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Figure 5. Payload for Nike-Apache NASA 14.104 with Expandable Boom Compressed
19
Figure 5. Payload for Javelin NASA 8.20 with Expandable Boom Compresed
(Front View)
20
Figure 7. Payload fur Javelin NASA 8.20 with Expandable Boom Compressed
(Back View)
a
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method. l	The dispersive doppler technique used to determine ionospheric
electron density utilizes the measurement of the differential (dispersive)
phase shift between two widely separated frequencies transmitted through
the ionosphere. We e l ectronically mix the transmitted frequencies at our
ground receiving station and obtain a dispersive doppler frequency, from
whicn we derive the desired electron density vaiues.2
The BkL propagation beacon, shown in Figure 8, is a solid state unit
designed to transmit two harmonically related, phase-coherent frequencies
of 36.44 and 145.76 MHz. Nominal beacon output power is 150 milliwatts at
36.44 MHz and 100 milliwatts at 1.45.76 MHz. The fundamental 36.44--Kiz
frequency is generated by a transistorized, crystal-controlled oscillator,
t^mperatu:e regulated to maintain a frequency stability of 1 part in 108.
This stability is measured snider expec'_ed in-flight temperature conditions,
but without shock or vibration -tress. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the
beacon.
Physically, the beacon is a cylinder containing a radio frequency
se^tion and a power supply section. The radio frequency section includes
the basic oscillator, as well as the 36.44- and 145.76-Naiz frequency
multipliers and amplifiers. Amplifier circuitry is potted with foam resin
to enable the reason to survive the shack and vibration forces encountered
during rocket launch. The beacon i 5^ inches in diameter and 5 inches
high including connectors.
During payload testing, it was discove.-ed that spurious radiation
generated by the beacon at 36.44 MHz was sufficiently strong to drive the
38.0305-MHz DOVAP transponder. This interference was eliminated by
inserting a low-pass filter at the 36.44-MHz frequency output and reducing
beacon output power from 150 co 30 milliwatts.
B. LanQn:uir Probe
The Langmuir electrostatic probe, used here to measure electron
temperature and density, .'_s a thin, cylindrical,, conducting probe whose
potential is continuously varied. The resu= p ing current flow to the probe
References are found on pages 59 and 60.
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is measured, and the current-voltage relationship is analyzed to yield
electron temperature and electron density data. The exact relationship
from which the desired data are obtained is highly dependent on payload
configuration, and must be tslculated for each application.
Each Javelin payload was instrumented with two probes. The Frees
each had a different current sensitivity range. For Javelin 8.19, probe
current sensitivity ranges were 0.05 to 0.5 and 0.25 to "_.5 m c•roamperes.
For Javelin 8.20, the probe sensitivities were 0.01 to 0.1 and 0.04 to
0.25 microamperes.
The probes were approximately 18 inches long and 1/8 inch in
diameter. They were located 180 degrees apart on apposite sides of the
paylc A. One end of each probe was spring-hinged to the conical antenna
ground plane, and the probes were held flat along the ground plane surface
by the ogive during the early portion of the flight. When the ogive was
ejected, the probes snapped outward to a position approximately perpendicular
to the ground plane.
C. Proton Precession Magnetometer
Two proton precession magnetometers were used in each payload to
neasure the local magnetic field strength. Operation of this type of
magnetometer depends on the {act that a spinning nucleus (proton) possessing
a magnetic moment will precess in the presence of a magnetic field wherever
the proton polarizing current is disconnected. This proton precession
represents a time dependent variation of magnetic moment, and induces a
signal in the polarizing coil. The frequency of this induced signal is
proportional to the strength of the ambient magnetic field (in this case,
the earth's magnetic field). 1,4
We used two magnetometer sensing heads in each payload to insure
data at 311 rocket attitudes, since the output voltage of the magnetometer is
zero when the earth's magnetic field vector is paralJel with the magnetometer
axis. The heads were oriented at right angles to each other. With this
arrangement, the output of one head was frequency modulated, while the out-
put of the other head was amplitude modulated. This modulation was created
25
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as a result of rocket spin. Output from each magnetometer head was a series
of 150-millisecond data bursts, spaced approximately 0.5 second apart.
The two outputs were sampled alternately and telemetered on a common
teletiet-y channel.
The two magnetometer heads were mounted in t:ie forward end of each
expandable boom in order to isolate the heads as much as possible from the
magnetic influence of t[►:R rest of the payload. We installed the magnetometer
electronics in the aft end of each payload, and turned them on with a "G"
actuated timer at final st..ge buLliout.
D. Tracking, Telemetry ane Aspect mils
i. DOVAP. Each payload carried a UGT-A DOVAP transponder which
transmitr_(d at a frequency of 76.061 MHz. The fundamental ground-based
DOVAP transmitter operated at 38.0305 MHz. The L)VAP antennas for the
Nike--Apache payloads were shrouds fastened to the rocket motor casing in
the conventional mam:er.
L. S-natiu D.....__-d 	 Beacon. No radar beacon was flown in the Nike-Apachear	
payloads. The Javelin payloads carried a Vega Model 201-S radar beacon
which received on a frequency of 2800 MHz ind transmitted on a frequency
of 2900 MHz.
3. tiiiF Telemetry System. A standard IRIG, FM/FM, VAF telemetry
system was installed in all four pa yloads. In the Nike-Apaches, the system
operated at 244.3 MHz with a nominal transmitter power of 3 watts. A solid
state, 6 x 15, 50 percent duty cycle, non-standard IRIG commutator was used
in Nike-Apache 14.104. No commutator was used in Nike-Apache 14.105.
Turnstile stuh antennas kare used on the Nike-Apache - payloads. They
protruded approximately 10 inches from the rocket bod y and were swept back
at a 45-deg-?e angle. This arrangement produced right-hand circular
polarization with maxirium signal radiated to the rear of the rocket.
The Javelin telemetry system transmitted at 234.0 MHz with a
r.ominal power of v watts from launch until T+95 seconds, at which time the
power output was increased to a nominal 8 watts. A solid state, 30 r. 5,
50 percer.L duty cycle, standard IRIG commutator was flown in both Javelin
payloads.
	 26
4. Aspect Hegnetometer. Each of the foul payloads was instrumented
with two Schonstedt Mode! RM-3 aspect magnetometers, one mounted parallel
with the rocket longitudinal axis and the other mounted perpendicular to
the rocket longitudinal axis.
S. Accelerometer. The Nike-Apache payloads carried no accelerometer.
The Javelin payloads each had one accele •:,weter oriented parallel with the
rocket longitudinal axis to measure longitudinal accelrration.
E. Javelin Antennas
The severe aerodynamic heating which the Javelin payloads would be
subjected to precluded locating rocketborne antennas on the outside of the
payload skin. For this reason, we experimented with rectangular loop DOVAP
antennas, made of thin copper foil, mounted on the fourth stage motor
casing. The radiation pattern of these antennas was good. but, during two
static test firings of the motor, it was discovered that motor burning
produced considerable noise on the carrier frequency and severely degraded
the an^_enna mismatch from 1.5 to 1 to approximately 6 to 1. 5
 Project
scheduling did not permit further experimentation with this type of antenna
so the effort was discontinued.
The final antenna configuration used on the Javelin payloads is
st.own in Figure 10. The antennas were mounted on a conical ground plane
that slipped over the outside of the payload structure and fastened to it
with screws. The ogive then enclosed the entire antenna and ground plane
structure. We tested both the shroud and quadraloop type of antenna for
voltage breakdown, and found that this phenomena would not be a problem
at the transmitter power we planned to use.`,'
The two-frequency beacon, DOVfP and S-band radar beacon antennas
transn:ttPJ linear polarization, while the telemetry antennas transmitted
right-hand circular polarization. A_11 of the antennas were designed to
radiate maximum signal off the tail of the rocket.
The DOVAP antennas consisted of three shrouds, one for the 38.0305-
-iz frequency, and two similar-sized ones for the 76.061-MHz frequency.
The two-frequency beacon antennas were shrouds also, Dne for the 36.44-NAz
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channel and two shorter ones for the 145.76-MHz channel (see Figure 10).
We found, during initial antenna tests, that only one shroud antenna was
required at the lower DOVAP and heacon frequencies to yield a satisfactory
radiation pattern aft of the rocket, whereas at the higher DOVAP and beacon
frequencies two antennas were necessary. The DOVAP and beacon antennas
were all mounted on the conical groun^ plane.
The telemetry and S-hand radar beacon antennas were quadraloops, with
two used for each function. The two telemetry antennas were mounted on
opposite sides of the conical ground plane, 180 degrees apart, while the
radar beacon antennas were similarly spaced but mounted on the sides if
the Argo E-4 extension section rather than on the conical ground plane.
One of each of these antennas is visible in Figure 10.
V. FIELD OPERATIONS
A. Launch Schedule
The four rockets were launched in mixed pairs, with a Nike-Apacbc-
preceding a Javelin by 90 seconds, followed by another Apache-Javelin
pair approximately 36 hours later. The first pair, Nike-Apache 14.104
and Javelin 8.19, was launched on 5 November 1964 at 1438:00 and 1439:3,,
CST, respectively. The second pair, Nike-Apache 14.105 and Javelin 8.20,
was launched on 6 November 1964 at 2313:00 and 2314:30 CST, respectively.
Figure 11 shows Ja velin 8.19 on the launcher prior to firing.
The purpose of the 36-hour spacing between rocket pairs was to observe
diurnal variations in the parameters being measured. The reaso.i for the
90-second spacing between rockets and the unique spatial distribution of
the payloads is explained in Section II-C of this report.
B. Tracking and Support
1. DOVAP. The DOVAP transponder in the Nike-Apache payloads operated
from launch until T+60 seconds. At that time, it was turned off by means
of a "G" actuated timer to allow the DOVAP unit in th.= Javelin. payloads to
be turned on.
2. Radar. The radar beacon in the Javelin payloads was turned on
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at launch and tracked by the Fort Churchill MPS-19 radar uni_il T+120
seconds, at which time both the DOVAP and the radar beacon were r.urned
means of a pyrotechnic switcn actuated by 0. 2 ogive ejection circuit.
The beacons were turned oft to -ivoid possible interference with the oper-
ation oi.	 -^ientific instrumentation. The Prince Albert radar skin-
tracked the Javeiin e_ , '--ids throughout the entire flight.
3. Iortosonde. The Fort Churchill ground-based ionosonde furnished
ionogra*.ps according to the following schedule centered around rocket
launch times:
a. One sounding every hour from T-2 to T+2 weeks.
b. One sounding every 15 minutes from T-2 to T+2 hours.
C. One sounding every 2 minutes from T-5 to T+30 minutes.
4. Miscellaneous Support. The Fort Churchill range provided ground-
based instrumentation support with the flux gate magnetometer, auroral
radar, riometer, all-sky camera, and photometer (391.4 Angstrom). Range
and contractor personnel furnished normal operational support including
magnetic tape and oscillographic recordings of telemetry data, communica-
tions, timing and countduw:. services, payload impact predictions, launcher
settings, weat:zer information, photographic coverage and miscellaneous
logistical support.
C. Ground Station and Data Recording
The ground-based antennas for tha two-frequency experimen: were
crossed dipoles for the 36.44-MHz frequency and helices for the 145.76-MHz
frequency, with right- and left-hand circular polarization at each frequency.
Receiving and recording equipment was housed in a trailer-tynz instrumenta-
tion van, and featured special receivers (designed and built at BRQ used
in conjunction with commercial, phase-locked. tracking filters. This
arrangement p roduced real-time outputs of signal strength, doppler, dis-
persive doppiet. Faraday rotation and rocket spin data. These data were
recorded on analog charts or magnetic tape. Figure 12 is a block diagram
of the ground station equipment.
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VI. RESULTS
A. Vehicle and Instrumentation Performance
'Ul vehicles performed is expected with the exception of Javelin 8.20.
This rocket suffered a partial malfunction in the fourth stage motor and,
as a result, attained a peak altitude of only 715 km, approximately 17
percent lower than predicted. Rocket trajectories are shown in Figures
13-16 and Table II summarizes vehicle performance.
Table H. Summary of Vehicle P^-sformance
Peak Impact Flight
Vehicle Date Time Altitude Range Time
Designation Launched (CST) (Km) (Km) (sec.)
Nike-Apache 14.104 5 Nov 64 1438:00 136 70 356
Javelin 8.19 5 Nov 64 1439:30 885 229 1012
Nike-Apache 14.105 6 Nov 64 2313:00 149 53 37;
Javelin 8.20 6 Nov 64 2314:30 715 428 898
With minor exceptions, all instrumentation functioned excellontiy.
The two-frequency beacon yielded good dispersive doppler Ciroughout the
upleg and a portion of the down?•^g for Javeli:t 8.19, and throughout the
entire flight for Javelin 8.20. There were numerous rocket spin-induced
phase r_ver.sals in the data from Javelin 8.20, but these did r-ot se*iously
de^:-ade tt:e data.
The DOVAP transponders in all payloads onerated superbly, transmitting
high quality data and adhering perfectl y to the ON/OFF sequencing. Radar
data from the Javelin rockets were somewhat degraded because f ground
instrumentation difficulties, but we did not consider this serious since
we used DOVAP data for prime trajectory input. The DOVAP data were
corrected for ionospheric errors and used to compute initial conditions
for vacuum trajectory computations. Vacuum trajectories were calculated
for toe Nike-Apache rockets after T+58 seconds of flight time, and for the
Javelin rockets after T+12( seconds.
The telemetry data were excellent or all rockets except Javelin 8.19,
where we observed frequency shifts in the subcarrier oscillat rs during
33
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approximately 10 percent of the flight. With the exception of this minor
flaw, the telenetry subcarriers were stable throughout the ionospheric
portion of the trajectories, and telemetry signal levels never dropped
below 4 microvolts (FM signal threshold was approximately 1 microvqlt).
B. Electron. Density
Figure 17 shows the electron density profil.-^ obtained from Javelin
8.19. The flight took place at 1440 local time, and produced a normal,
auroral zone, early afternoon, winter profile. The solid curve represents
data from the BRL propagation beacon, the dashed cur	 is data from the
University of Michigan Langmr'_r probe, and the dotted curve is data frow
the Fort Churchill ionosonde sounding taken at 1446 local time. All three
sources of data agree favorably.
The electron density profile from Javelin 8.20 is shown in Figure .:^.
This rocket was launched at 2315 local Lime, under very quiet geomagnetic
conditions. There was no visible aurora at launch time. Under these
circumstances, one would expect to observe a broad, smooth maximum in
electron density occurring between 300 and 400 km altitude. The flight
results, however, show a maximum electron density at an altitude between
150 and 200 km. Here again, the solid curve is BRL propagation beacon
data, the dashed curve is Langmuir proba data, and the dotted curve is
ionosonde date taken at 1317 local time. These Langmuir rrobe data were
reduced and Dreviousl; reported b y Dr. Andrew F. Nagy of the Space Physics
Research Laborato_y at the University cf Michigan. 90 Though this profile
iE not typical of what cne would expect in the auroral zone during a
November night, the da'a do substantially support Each other, indicating
a peak density below 200 km.
We at BRL have never before measured a nighttir:e ionization peak at
such a low altitude. Similar results have been reported, however, from
the Alouette "topside sounder" satellite. 10 The existence of such low
altitude ionization requires a continuing energy input at or near that
altitude. It has been suggested that one possible source of this eucr6J
input might be incoming electrons with energies of 1-2 Kev. Particles of
38
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this type have been theoretically shown to produce strong ionization in
the al itude region between 150 and 200 km. 11
C. Electron Temperature
Electron temperature profiles for Javelin 8.19 and 8.20 are presented
in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. These smooth curves were drawn through
a large number if rather scattered data points (more than 1000 points per
flight). The standard deviation of the data points about the curves is
indicated by the horizontal bars. This deviation is considerably larger
than is common for this measurement technique, mainly because of unfavor-
able probe orientation with respect to the magnetic field, and the high
pavload spin rate (8 rps). This is a higher spin rate than the Langmuir
probe experiment normally encounters. These data were also reduced and
reported earlier by Dr. Nagy.12
D. Magnetic Field
As stated in Section IV-C of this report, file output from the
magnetometer heads was in the form of frequency modulated and amplitude
modulated data bursts. In the interests of reducing computer costs, we
treated only the frequency moaulated L:3ta, since each data point required
approximately two minutes of computer time on the SRLESC.
The caw data were quite noisy, a condition which precluded the use
of analog tracking filters for noise removal. As an alternate method of
removing noise from 'he data, we used a computer program that incorporated
correlation tecr:niques. 13 The tabulated output of this program, in the
form of proton precession frequency versus time, was converted to total
scalar magnetic field strength (H) using the relationship
H = f/23.48E	 (1)
where H is in gammas and f is in Hertz.`'
We then compared these measured magnetic field values with various
computed magnetic field profiles. Each computed profile was derived from
a different set of magnetic field coefficic.its using a FORTMN subroutine.14
Th! magnetic field profile computed from the GSFC (12;66)-' coefficients15
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represents a good fit (although not the best fit) to the experimental data.
We decided to use the GSFC (12/66)-1 fieii as our standard reference field,
however, because it is the most recent and probably is the most accurate
when averaged on a worldwide basis. A comparison of the measured magnetic
field values with the computed reference field values is given in Table III.
As an interesting comaprison with the curren_ data, we have included some
magnetic field values that were obtained from a BR:, rocket (OB 6.15) flo,,rn
at Fort Churchill in November 1958.
Table III. Measured Magnetic Field Mi ► us
Computed Magnetic Field (gar,mas
Vehicle	 Launch Date	 Mean	 Staidard	 RMS Local
Designation	 and Time (CST)	 Value	 DeviLtion Scatter
Nike-Apache 14.104 5 Nov 64 - 1438:00 77.3 8.1 5.5
Nike-Apache 14.105 6 Nov 64 - 2313:00 58.0 5.9 3.5
Javelin 8.19a 5 Nov 64 - 1439:30 -9.1 34 10.5
Javelin 8.19° 5 Nov 64 - 1439:30 -5.4 32 7.2
Javelin 8.20 6 NGv 64 - 231 1 :30 -59.9 81.1 7.2
Nike-Cajun OB 6.15 30 Nov 58 - 1627:00 41, 35 ---
aData after 860 seconds not: usable.
b Data after 770 seconds omitted.
Figures 21 and 22 present the individual data points for Nike-Apache
14.104 and Javelin 8.19, and 'Nike-AFak-he 14.105 and Javelin 8.20,
respectively, platted ,3s a function of altitude. As in Table III, these
plotted data represent the difference between the measured field and the
computed reference field. r'tares 23 and 24 show similar data for the
same rocket pairs plotted as a function of rocket flight time.
The Javelin raw data contained a good deal of noise, a substantial
portion of which w?s structured spike noise from an unknown source.13
For Javelin 8.19, the data after 860 seconds was not usable at all because
of excessive noise. Ttoe data between 770 and 860 seconds was only barely
reducible. The poor giallty of this particular portion of the data is
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reflected in the increased scatter of the reduced data points in Figure 23.
As shown in Table III, when we used the entire 860 seconds of raw data,
the mean difference between the measured and -he computed field was -9.1
eammas. When we discarded the data after 770 seconds, however, the mean
difference was reduced to -5.4 gammas.
The slope of the Javelin data in Figures 21 and 22 is such that these
data can easily be extrapolated downward in altitude to merge with th-
Nike-Apache data shown on the sime graphs. This agreement suggests that
the temporal vary--ion in the reasured data is small. The Javelin data
do exhibit a significant and steady drift from ;plus to minus, as a function
of both altitude and time (Figures 21-24). This drift is not caused by
horizontal displacement of the rocket since the GSFC (12;66)-1 reference
field takes spatial variations into account. We believe this drift is
the result of errors in rocket trajectory, in view of the fact that a
3.5-km error in trajectory will produce a 100 -gP- .:, error in magnetic
field.
By contrast, the Nike-Apache raw data were mucn less noisy than sae
Javelin data. In addition, we believe the Nike-Apache trajectories to
be more accurate than those for the Javelins, primarily because the for-
mer traversed a much shorter flight path. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the upleg-downleg agreement is quite good for the \ike-Apache data
(Figures 21-24). Furthermore, rather than steadil y drifting as the
Javelin data do, the Nike-Apache data show an essentially constant offset
from the computed reference field values. For Nike-Apache 14.104, this
offset ranges from +60 to +90 gammas, while for Nike-Apache 15.105 it
-arms from +45 to +70 gammas.
The cyclic variations in the Nike-Apache data in Figure 24 possess
a constant period of 47 seconds, which corresponds to the precession rate
of the rocket vehicle. This 3greemeat suggests that these variations .nay
be the result of residual magnetism in the Nike-Apache payload. As the
payload precesses, the residual magnetic field associated with it would
sltern:tely enhance and degrade the to-al magnetic field, and would tend
to produce a record such as that seen in Figure 24.
in order to display more structure in the data, the Nike-Apache
results were replotted on an expanded scale as a function of altitude.
To reduce scatter in the data, we applie' a 5-paint, triangular smoothing
technique with 1-2-3-2-1 weighting. Both the smccthed and unsmoothed data
are shown in Figures 25 and 2E.
We reduced the Fort Churchill ground-based flux gate magnetometer
:eccrds to obtain local ragnetic field values for the twc-hour interval
centered around the launch time of each rocket pair. For Nike-Apaciie
14.104 and Javelin 8.19, this interval was one of moderate magnetic
disturbance, with the flux gate magnetometer data showing peak -110-peak
variations in the X, Y and Z components of 120, 110 and 55 gammas,
respectively. The period of these variations ranged from 3 to 5 minutes.
For the launch of Nike-Apache 14.105 and Javelin 8.20, the local magnetic
field was mur:h quieter, with flux gate magnetometer values for the X, Y
and Z components being 15, 10 and 40 gammas, respectively. The period of
these variations ranged from 2 to L hours.
Within_ the limits of analysis imposed by scatter in the rocketborne
magnetometer data, there was no visible evidence of magnetic discontinuities
or current sheets in the ionosphere. To investigate the presence of
traveling disturbances in the ionospheric magnetic field, we tried to
cross-ccrrelate the overlapping po rtions of the data shown in Figures 23
and 24, but found no correlation..
The results of Nike-Ca-un OB 5.15, flown at Fort Churchill in
November 1958, are included in this report to provide a comparison with
the current data. We belie3e this comparison is valid, since the Nike-
Cajun was launched from th y: same s:to and at the same season of the year
as the rockets reported here. in :.he original documentation of the flight
results for this mike-Ca;un, an em.)irical expression for the earth's rain
magnetic field above Fort Churchill in November 1958, derived from the
Nike-Ca,un datF., is given as
r - F
	
a/(a + ,)] 3 ± 20 gammas	 (2)
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a
where F p = 61,240 gammas, a = 6,065 km and h = altitude above sea level.
This expression is valid only up to 150 km altitude.i6
The magnetic field represented by Equation (2) co^npares well with
the reference field we computed for that date and location using the
GSFC 112/66)-1 coefficients. Differences between the Nike-Cajun data
and the computed field vary from -3 gammas at 60 km altitude Lo +18 gammas
at 150 km altitude (Figures 21 and 22). Note that the altitude variation
displayed by the Nike-Cajun data is opposite to the altitude variation-
shown by the Javelin data. Of course, the Nike-Cajun data encompass only
about 20 percent of the altitude regior covered by the Javelin data.
Hence, any significance attached to variations between. the two sets of
data must take this fact intz• account.
E. Two-Frequer.cy Beacon Frequency St ability
BRL has been using a two-frequency beacon for many years to yield
propagation data from which electron densities are derived. Ve have also
used a DOVAP transponder to ob--ain input data for the computation of
rocket trajectories. This rocket project marked the first time, however,
that BRL flew bcth the two-frequency beacon and DOVAP transponder on the
same rocket, thus providia •_ an ideal opportunity to use the DOVAP data to
deterrine the irequency stability of the two-frequency beacon. The method
used to compute beacon frequency stability is described 'below.
During a normal rocket launch sequence, the two-frequency beacon is
operated for several minutes p rior to rocket launch. This permits an
acc*,rate measure of the pre-fight beacon frequency, f, from which the
wavelength is determined using the relationship
X = c/f
To e..etermine the frequency that would to observed at a ground
t	 receiver in the absence of any frequency drift, we use the DOVAP anc:E
F
vacuum vac-um trajectories and proceed as folloGC:
if R, the slant range to the rocket, is represented by the expression
R = ( X2 + y 2 + Z2)^
where x, y and z 9re position _oordinates of the rocket, then the change
in sic:nt range o%er a one-second interval is represented by the expression
ARt
 = Rt - Rt-1
where t is time.
The ^alculated received frequency, f c , for a drift-free beacon
averaged over a one-second interval is
fc = f - ARt/A
t
The quantity derived from the two-frequency beacon data is the phase,
O t , of the received signal. Hence, the frequency of the observed signal,
fc t , averaged over a one-second interval is
f
ot 
= f + ef t
	where 60t - ^t - Ot-1,
and the frequency drift of the beacon, of, averaged over a cne-second
interval can be expressed as
Af t
 = fo - fc
t	 t
Because the two beacon frequencies are harmonically related and both
derived from the sar;,e basic crystal, this analysis of beacon frequency
drift was performed for the 37-MHz frequency only. F{-tares 27 and 28
show frequency drift for tLe beacons flown in Javelin 8.:9 and 8.20,
respectively. For Javelin 8.14, the maximum frequency drift is approxi-
mately 13 cycles per second, while for Javelin 8.20 it is about 15 cycles
per second. The violent fregiie:,cy drift oscillations, evidenced in the
early portion of each flight, are the result of rocket stage burnings.
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The decrease in frequency drift near 100 seconds, particularly sharp for
Javelin 8.20, is caused by the severe mechanical shock of payload ogive
ejection.
We calculated the fr •^quency stability of the beacon from the
expression
Frequency Stability = 6fmax/f
For Javelin 8.19, the frequency stability thus determined was 3.5
parts in 10 7 , while for Javelin 8.20 it was 4.1 parts ir. 10 7 . These
frequency stability figures are poorer than those quoted in Section IV-A
of this report (1 part in 10 8 ). This dif{erence is attributable to the
shock and vibration forces that the beacon undergoes during flight.
VIZ. SUMMARY
Three of the four rockets launched during this project performed as
planned, and the fourth was only slightly below expectations. All
instrumentation operated well. The exactia- launch operations, requiring
that the rockets in each pair be fired 90 seconds apart and that the pay-
loads be placed in close proximity spatially, was implemented perfectly.
The electron density profile from Javelin 8.19, launched in the
afternoon, was . normal profile for that location and that season of the
year. The profile from Javelin 8.20, launched near midnight, was far
from normal, however. It showed
	 peak density well below 200 km altitude,
approximately 100 km lower than we expected un6er the given conditions.
The source of this hig.1 electron density at such a relatively low altitude
•	 is not clear, but one possibility might be incoming electrons with energies
of 1 ­2 Kev.
Electron temperature results derived from Langmuir probe data were
quite scattered, primarily as a result of poor probe orientation with
respect to the magnetic field and the high payload spin rate.
Exressive noise in the magnetometer data made the reduction and
57
analysis of these data much more difficult than. anticipated. Despite this
drawback, however, we managed to obtain magnetic field values that agreed
zeasonably well with the GSFC (12/66)-J reference field.
The frequency stability of the propagation beacons flown in the
Javelin rockets varied from 1.5 to 4.1 parts in 10 7 . These values were
poorer than previously measured stabilities (1 part in 10 8 ), with the
degradation resulting from the severe shock and vibration stress that the
beacon was subjected to during flight. The purpose of measuring the
beacon frequency stability was to determine the magnitude of the flight-
-educed drift.
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